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ABSTRACT

Many days are spent by New Zealanders’ tramping in the hills of the great outdoors,
arriving at the end of the day to a small, quaint but “cold until the ﬁre is lit” hut as
the resting place for the night. These huts are a valuable national resource with a
limited lifespan. A large number of the existing back country Department of
Conservation (DOC) huts in the New Zealand National Parks have already
disappeared or are reaching the end of their lives. Ideally some of the remaining
huts will be restored and maintained for future generations. It is also inevitable
though that many will either need to be replaced, repaired or removed at some
stage in the future as more become derelict.
Additionally, there is an increase in tourists discovering the New Zealand natural
landscape which is resulting in new trails being developed or existing trails being
upgraded to “Great Walks”. This requires larger facilities to be provided to
accommodate the overnight visitor numbers on those trails. For example, the
recent announcement of DOC’s proposal to develop the Paparoa National Park as
the 10th Great Walk of New Zealand, which will require two new huts to be built,
illustrates this situation. (1)
DOC’s networks of huts are important to support both New Zealanders love of the
outdoors and New Zealand’s economic development through the tourism industry.
However they require resources to both maintain and develop. To make DOC’s
limited resources go as far as possible it is necessary that any developments are
undertaken eﬃciently, while still ensuring they are ﬁt for purpose and integrate into
the environment.
This has raised the question of whether there is a scalable model that could be
utilised by DOC to enable the hut network to be developed eﬃciently, while still
being ﬁt for purpose within the speciﬁc context. By making use of new design and
manufacturing tools, as well as technology becoming increasingly more advanced
and accessible, it is proposed that a modular parametric system, designed around
speciﬁc criteria, that responds to each sites context can be developed to solve this
issue.

(1): “New Great Walk through
Paparoa Approved.” Media Release 10
March 2017, Department of Conservation.
Web. 24 Mar 2017.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: New Zealand mountain range tussock ﬁeld.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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INTRODUCTION

The DOC’s current method of designing and constructing huts is all outlined in the
DOC’s “Hut Procurement Manual”. (2) This is a handbook that was created more than
20 years ago and has since become outdated. From using older, traditional methods
of construction to still having to manually design each individual hut from scratch,
this design guide needs to be updated with modern methods of manufacturing and
design in mind.
In the last 20 years more than 300 DOC huts have been damaged or destroyed. (3)
Some have been repaired or replaced, however with the current inﬂux in tourists
wanting to experience and walk New Zealand’s back country and national parks
DOC cannot feasibly keep up using their current methods.
As well as keeping up with the maintinance of current backcountry huts, It has been
planned that there will be many new great walks implemented in coming years.
These are walks designated as heavier foot traﬃc walks that allow visitors to
experience some of New Zealands best landscapes. Each of these great walks will
require updated or new infrastructure and many huts will need to be designed and
built to make these walks feasible as a tourist attraction.
One of the key aspects of the tramping experience that draws tourists in is the
classic, simple, back country hut charm. This is an aesthetic that needed to be
considered throughout the development of this building system. From the
materials and form, to the programmatic layout of each hut, this system needs to
keep reference to the appeal of a New Zealand back country hut.
To make the process of designing and constructing these back-country huts more
eﬃcient a modular, prefabricated building system was developed to supply an
alternative to the current method. This system keeps in mind the history of a classic
New Zeland hut as well as recognising the modern demands these huts will
experience.
The following is the process undertaken to develop this building system.

(2): “Hut Procurement Manual for
Backcountry Huts.” DOC Procedures
and SOPs, Department of Conservation.
Web. 25 Mar 2017.
(3): Pickering, Mark. “Huts: Untold Stories
From Back-Country New Zealand.”
Christchurch, NZ: Canterbury University
Press, 2010. Print.
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CURRENT
HUTS

Figure 3: Pioneer Hut.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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CURRENT HUTS

There are many huts that already exist in New Zealand’s back country. A large
number of the Department of Conservation (DOC) huts in the New Zeland Parks
have already disappeared or are reaching the end of their lives. Ideally some of the
remaining huts will be restored and maintained for future generations. It is also
inevitable though that more will either need to be replaced or removed at some
stage in the future as more become derelict. The map below outlines where the
huts are within New Zealand’s back country.

R E P L A C I N G

H U T S :

In the last 20 years more than 300
DOC huts have been damaged
or destroyed.(4) Some have been
replaced, but there is no current
model that will enable DOC to
update their huts with ease.

143

% of huts that already need to be
replaced
% of huts that will need to be
replaced in the next 20 years

104

170

9

13

107

64

C U R R E N T H U T S :

57

61

Number of huts in each
region of New Zealand.

Figure 4:* Map of current huts.
Source: Author’s image. Content for image: “Discover the
Outdoors.” Geocortex Viewer for HTML5, Department of
Conservation. Web. 28 Mar 2017.
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(4): Pickering, Mark. “Huts: Untold Stories
From Back-Country New Zealand.”
Christchurch, NZ: Canterbury University
Press, 2010. Print.
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S M A L L E R

H U T S :

Smaller huts range from 2-15 bunks. Smaller huts make up
the majority of the huts on the less well known tracks within
New Zealand. These huts generally do not include Ranger
quarters.

Figure 5:* Bell town Manunui Hut.
Source: “Belltown Manunui Hut.” Tramper NZ. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 6:* Crow Hut.
Source: “Crow Hut.” Department of Conservation. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 7:* Granity Pass Hut.
Source: “Granity Pass Hut.” Static Panoramio. Web. 2 Apr 2017.

B E L LT O W N

M A N U N U I
Bunks: 10

H U T:

Flushing toilets: No
Wash basins: No
Cold running water: No
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: No

C R O W

Bunks: 10

PA S S

H U T:

H U T:

Flushing toilets: No
Wash basins: No
Cold running water: No
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: No

G R A N I T Y

Bunks: 12

Flushing toilets: No
Wash basins: No
Cold running water: No
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: No

M E D I U M

H U T S :

Medium huts range from 15-35 bunks. Medium huts make up
the majority of the huts on the more well known tracks within
New Zealand. These huts generally do not include Ranger
quarters, however some include small quarters.

Figure 8:* Perry Saddle Hut.
Source: “Perry Saddle Hut.” Department of Conservation. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 9:* James Mackay Hut.
Source: Source: “James Mackay Hut.” Heaphy Track. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 10:* Dart Hut.
Source: “Dart Hut.” Ferguson. Web. 2 Apr 2017.

P E R R Y

S A D D L E
Bunks: 28

M A C K AY

H U T:

H U T:

Flushing toilets: No
Wash basins: No
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: No

J A M E S

Bunks: 26

H U T:

Flushing toilets: Yes
Wash basins: Yes
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: Yes

D A R T

Bunks: 32

Flushing toilets: No
Wash basins: No
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: No
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L A R G E R

H U T S :

The larger huts range from 35-50 bunks. Almost all larger
huts are located along one of the nine great walks. These
larger huts generally include ranger quarters or some form of

Figure 11:* Routeburn Falls Hut.
Source: “Routebutn Falls Hut.” Tramper NZ. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 12:* Iris Hut.
Source: “Steve and Emma Dec 11.” World Nomads. Web. 2 Apr 2017.
Figure 13:* Clinton Hut.
Source: “Sabbatical.” Tracz.org. Web. 2 Apr 2017.

R O U T E B U R N

FA L L S

Bunks: 48

B U R N

H U T:

H U T:

Flushing toilets: Yes
Wash basins: Yes
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: Yes

I R I S

Bunks: 50

H U T:

Flushing toilets: Yes
Wash basins: Yes
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: Yes

C L I N T O N
Bunks: 40

Flushing toilets: Yes
Wash basins: Yes
Cold running water: Yes
Hot running water: No
Rangers quarters: Yes
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HUT
AESTHETIC

Figure 14: Dundas Hut.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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CLASSIC BACK COUNTRY HUT CHARM

One of the key things that draws tourists and locals alike to the back country of New
Zealand is the simplicity and roughness of the huts. This very minimal, no thrills
aesthetic has spawned from the days of the original hunters and farmers that built
the ﬁrst back country huts in New Zealand. When access to the hut is limited only
the bare minimum that was required was used. This mentality still carries through
to the designs of huts today.
To keep with the memory of all previous back country huts in New Zeland this
building system has kept this mentality throughout the entire design proccess.
By reviewing past and current huts, an understanding of what, architecturally, gives
back country huts their charm was established. Architecturally this is expressed in
many ways. From stripping the interior back to what is actually necessary allowing
the huts to have a minimalist feel, to keeping natural ﬁnishings to give an imersive,
in your surroundings, experience. These key architectural elements along with
traditional, simplistic built forms such as A-frames and box buildings with gable
roofs, clad in corrugated iron and timber, give the unmistakable back country hut
aesthetic.
This building system considers the classic hut aesthetic throughout the design
process and maintains a connection to the form, materiality, and ﬁnishings that give
back country huts their charm.

Figure 15: Hut charm 1.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles, Experiences.”
Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017. www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
Figure 16: Hut charm 2.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles, Experiences.”
Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017. www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
Figure 17: Hut charm 3.
Source: “Te Pua Hut.” New Zealand Tramper, Tramper.nz. Web. 13 Jan 2018.
Figure 18: Hut Charm 4.
Source: Moake, Jonathan. “Tramping in the New Zealand Backcountry:
NZ Bush Adventures.” Casey Hut, 1 Jan. 1970. Web. 13 Jan 2018.
Figure 19: Hut Charm 5.
Source: Coop, GJ. “Ghost Lake Hut: Lyell Range/Radiant Range
Conservation Area.” Tramping New Zealand. Web. 13 Jan 2018.
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DOC “HUT
PROCUREMENT
M A N U A L”

Figure 20: New Zealand Mountain Range.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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DOC HUT PROCUREMENT MANUAL

The DOC hut procurement manual is a manual that outlines DOC’s current methods
for designing new back country huts. This manual was created more than 20 years
ago and has since become out dated.
The current methods that DOC uses still has very standard NZS3604 detailing with
traditional stick and frame construction. This construction method is not only very
labour intensive on site but is also not very eﬃcient for sealing the building to
weather conditions. For back country huts, these should both be main priorities.
Although the manual is outdated, it still contains a large amount of information
regarding the dimensions, limitations and requirements that all huts will still need
to abide by. As these dimensions and requirments have been accumulated and
reﬁned over many decades of testing by DOC, they were a perfect place to start.
This data was extrapolated and turned into parameters that a new building system
could be developed from.
The parameters were then adapted into the building blocks of this modular system.
By setting out the initial dimensions of each module allowed the modules to be
developed from an existing base.

A N A LY S I S O F D O C
H U T P R O C U R E M E N T
M A N U A L S :

From reading through the DOC hut procurement manuals, I have
extrapolated the main key parameters that DOC abide by when
designing new huts. There are many other speciﬁcations that will help
to inform the details of the design, however these are the main design
parameters to determine the initial layout sizing. These are the
minimum requirements set out by DOC and I have met them or even
exceed them where possible, without adding complexity or cost.

length
75
0

Sleeping space per person –

The critical parameters that are applied to determine the functional
layout of the hut are:

Living area per person – 2m2

00
19

Cooking bench length per
person – 0.3m for huts with a
sleeping capacity of 32 or less;
0.24m for larger huts (excluding
sinks)

Decking
decking is required.

Seats and tables per person
– 300 – 500mm length (not
required for huts with a sleeping
capacity of 4 or less)

Water storage – 4/6 bunk hut
1000 L water tank. 10/12 bunk
hut, 2000 L water tank.

Figure 21:* Parameter Diagrams.
Source: Author’s Image.
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PA R A M E T E R S :

A R E A :

to inform the parametric system for the design stage.

L I V I N G
The living area per person is approximately 2 m2. However
this will vary slightly d e p e n d e n t on the main layout of each

space. There may be some overlap in the two areas and most
smaller huts will not need both spaces.
The living area should have a mixture of open space and built

tool to give some privacy within larger spaces.

that have larger open spaces. The living area will generally be

S E AT S A N D TA B L E S P E R P E R S O N :

length. This will vary dependent on the capacity of the hut.

of 4 or less.

occupancy huts.

C O O K I N G :

for huts with a sleeping capacity of 32 or less and 0.24m for
larger huts per bunk.

However approximately 1 sink per 8-12 occupants is a general

hut. However most huts of more than approximately 25 bunks

Running tap water is dependent on the context of each
hut. However most huts with an occupancy of more than
approximately 15 will have some form of running tap water

S L E E P I N G :

The standard required sleeping area for all huts is 750mm
width x 1900mm length per bunk.

The sleeping areas can be divided into either separate

For larger huts sleeping should be divided into smaller clusters
of 12 bunks maximum per room.

In larger huts storage should be provided for bags either under
the bunks on the lower bunk or storage shelves/cupboards/
lockers alongside the bunks.

0

75

Drying rooms should be provided for huts of more than 15
occupancy for wet clothes and gear.

00
19

Figure 22:* Parameter Diagrams.
Source: Author’s Image.
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T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
O F M AT E R I A L S

Figure 23: Junction Top Mountain Range.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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T R A N S P O R TAT I O N O F M AT E R I A L S

As this research looked into back country huts, a major
consideration was the logistics of transporting the materials of the
hut to site. The main option will be to transport the materials as
near to site as possible on a truck and then air lift the materials the
remainder of the way over the back country. The following
outlines the limitations for the dimensions and loads for both
trucks and for air transport.

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N B Y T R U C K
There are many diﬀerent sized trucks and trailers, however the
maximum dimensions for New Zealand roads are: (5).
Width: 2.5m (1.25m from either side of the center of the
vehicle)
Height: 4.25m (excluding trailer)
Length: 12.6m (for a rigid truck, 11.5m for a truck trailer)

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N B Y A I R
Air transportation will be crucial in the build process of most, if not
all, back country huts. The RNZAF has a ﬂeet of modern NH-90
helicopters that can aid in the transportation of hut materials.
Below are the maximum limits for NH-90 helicopters: (6).
Max. Gross Weight: 11,000kg
Max. Hook Weight: 4,000kg
Max. Cruise speed: 300km/h
Max. Range: 780km
Max. Range with Auxiliary Fuel Tank: 1260km

C O N S I D E R AT I O N F O R D E S I G N

As these are limitations that will need to be considered for back
country huts in New Zealand, the ﬁnal design for this research will
follow these dimensions and all materials will meet these restrictions.
All panels and prefabricated sections will be designed to be broken
down into parts that can meet these limits.

(5): NZ Transport Agency. “NZ Transport Agency - Waka Kotahi.”
New Zealand Government 2009-2013. Web. 7 Apr 2017.
(6): Aotearoa, Air Force - Te Tauaarangi O. “Nh90 Helicopter.”
2011. Web. 7 Apr 2017.

Figure 24: Panels stacked for transportation.
Source: Author’s Image.
Figure 25: Truck with empty ﬁxed trailer.
Source: Author’s Image.
Figure 26: NH - 90 Helecopter.
Source: Author’s Image.
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CASE STUDY

Figure 27: NZ Mountain Range at Sunset.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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The Backcountry Hut Company (BHC) is a Canadian company based in
British Columbia that has designed a modular and scalable back country
hut.

B A C K C O U N T R Y H U T C O M PA N Y

A N A LY S I S O F B H C

The other issue with the BHC system is that each of the modules contain
all required ammenities for sleeping, living and cooking. This means that
if a module is added all of the required amenities are added with the
bunks at the perfect rate. However it does not allow for any ﬂexibility
and variation between each designed structure.

This allows the BHC system to be very appropriate for smaller one oﬀ
designs. However the DOC will need to accomodate varied levels of
occupants in varied huts. Some of these huts on the great walks will
need to allow bunks for upwards of 40-50 people. If this system was to
be used the buildings would end up being far to unproportionally long.

The Backcountry Hut Company has created a good system for one oﬀ
designs. However it will become very repetitive when used on multiple
sites. The structures the BHC design are a great starting point in terms of
a modular system that is scalable. Except the structures only scale up in
a singular direction in a very linear fashion. This means that the huts will
just become increasingly longer and not consider an increase in both
axial directions.

“The Backcountry Hut is designed for ﬂexibility in recreational use,
suitable for the outdoor enthusiast, outdoor clubs, alpine associations,
and backcountry lodge operators. The Hut is designed for a more
accessible construction of temporary or full-time residence and
operation in remote areas, with the idea that it is easy to assemble
through a collective 'barn-raising' process.” (7)
The concept for this design is to have a hut made from many
prefabricated panels that ﬁt into one larger frame. This allows for all of
the elements to be ﬂat packed and transported to remote sites by
helicopter. As most of the building consists of prefabricated panels the
construction on site is minimal.

(7): “Backcountry Hut Company.” BHC. Web. 8 Apr 2017.

Figure 28: Backcountry Hut Company Images.
Source: “Backcountry Hut Company.” BHC. Web. 8 Apr 2017.
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PROCESS

Figure 29: Franz Joseph Valley.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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D I G I TA L V S . A N A L O G
PA R A M E T R I C S Y S T E M

I initially started by creating a parametric system from the main parameters that
I extrapolated from the DOC manuals and the analysis of current existing huts.
For the initial digital system I linked all of the parameters to a single primary
slider that controlled simply the number of bunks within a desired hut. By linking
all of the secondary parameters to this one primary variable the system that I
designed output all of the ﬂoor spaces that are required in a hut that sleeps any
number of people.
This system was very basic and needed much further development before it
could ever be of any use. However it did give me a base understanding of how a
parametric system works and how a system is built around a primary parameter.
After trying the digital approach, I realised that I would need to develop the
modules and the building system itself ﬁrst and morph that into an analog
parametric system. If an analog parametric system was designed, I would be able
to come back to the digital programs and further develop it into a digital
parametric system.
From doing this exercise I gained valuable insight into how this system could be
further developed into a fully digital parametric system. Throughout the
development process I was always thinking back to the parameters set out by
the DOC manuals and how I could continue to link them into the ﬁnal system.

Figure 30: Screenshot of digital
parametric system in Grasshopper.
Source: Authors Image.
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I T E R AT I V E S K E T C H P R O C E S S

This process started by researching current methodologies of hut manufacturing in
both NZ and abroad. It provided an understanding of the current building
technologies and fabrication techniques that have been utilised so far. Further
research into contemporary fabrication techniques also provided an understanding
of what is currently available in the market. From this research, a selective process
was made to utilise the most appropriate existing techniques in order to test the
research question.
The DOC’s current methods for designing and constructing backcountry huts are
outlined in their “Hut Procurement Manuals”. These documents were reviewed
and used as a minimum guideline to extrapolate the required parameters for the
DOC’s current hut system. This provided a base level to work from in terms of basic
sizing and required amenities for each hut.
With the extrapolated parameters, a building system was designed using an
iterative design process to test ideas and critically evaluate outcomes. This system
was designed through a series of physical and environmental parameters. Each of
the parameters have been developed to have a part to play on the ﬁnal built form.
The following pages show how this building system was designed through an
iterative sketch process.

D E S I G N AT I N G
PROGRAM

A hut can be broken down into
two major programmatic parts:
cooking and sleeping. These are a
few of the initial diagrams that
were sketched to experiment with
varied levels of separation being
connected through decking.

Figure 31:* Initial sketches exploring
varied spacial designation.
Source: Author’s Image.
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FLOOR PLAN STUDY

These ﬂoor plans are just some of the many that were drawn up to experiment
with multiple ﬂoor plans. The idea was to come up with huts of varied
programmatic layouts at diﬀerent dimensions. This was to ﬁnd what dimensions
work well and where the problem areas are.
For example, a single roomed hut is fantastic when dealing with small numbers
of occupants. However when moving beyond approximately 36sqm, the spaces
start to get too large to work with eﬃciently. The spaces begin to have wasted
space due to not being able to use the central area. The addition of some
partition walls allow bunks or seating to be placed not just around the perimeter
of the building but on the interior walls as well.
This then lead to the question: When a hut has full division rooms, is it worth
keeping the hut as one building? Or is it better to divide and have multiple
smaller structures? This could come down to the environmental issues the hut is
facing. I.e. for a hut in an alpine environment it will be more beneﬁcial to have
the hut as one singular structure to make the most of the heating and keep
exterior walls to a minimum. However a hut in a lowlands or coastal environment
may use division between the sleeping units and the cooking / living units. This
may allow for outdoor living to be incorporated into the design.
Another note was the inclusion of ﬁre exits and when they are required to be
added. Almost all huts will require at least one main door and at least one ﬁre
exit door. However do these need to be included in each bunk room as well as
two in the cooking / living area? Or just one ﬁre exit per structure?

Figure 32:* Initial sketches
for ﬂoor plan study.
Source: Author’s Image.
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INITIAL UNITS

As a hut can be broken down into two major
programmatic parts, cooking and sleeping, two major
units needed to be designed to allow for modular
conﬁguration of the huts. The following sketches
illustrate an option for a cooking and a sleeping unit that
have been designed around the consistent dimensions
of 1,500mm intervals. This will enable the units to be
combined and conﬁgured into a hut with ease.

Figure 33:* Sketch exploration
for initial units.
Source: Author’s Image.

G R I D C O N F I G U R AT I O N S

The units have been designed around consistent
dimensions of 1,500mm. This will create a grid type
formation for the programmatic layout of each hut. By
ﬁrst looking at the parameters set out for the initial
research from the DOC hut procurement manuals, a
basis of the needs for each hut can be determined. This
can then be matched with the number of sleeping and
cooking units required and a hut can be easily designed
around the set parameters.

Figure 34:* Sketch exploration
for grid conﬁgurations of units.
Source: Author’s Image.
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MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

The idea of modular construction came from a development on the initial
concept of cooking and sleeping units. This idea breaks each of those units down
further into smaller “pieces”.
For example the initial sleeping units were broken into individual bunk modules
that can form bunk rooms. This allowed for much more variety in the huts. The
sleeping units were then formed by combining multiple bunk modules linked
through living spaces. This gives space to move around within the bunk rooms
between the bunks.

Figure 35:* Sketch exploration for
modular construction of sleeping units.
Source: Author’s Image.

Two types of bunk modules were designed as it will allow the design to be more
ﬂexible. The ﬁrst module is a bunk with the living space on the end of the bunk
and the second module has the living space running along the side of the bunk.
By combining these modules full bunk rooms have adequate space for moving
around between the bunks.
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MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

Similarly to the sleeping units, the cooking / living units have been broken down
into each of the “pieces” that make them up. I.e. each unit will be broken into a
cooking part, a living part, a heating part and a seating part. This allows for
greater variety and customization within the huts.
The initial cooking / living slices can essentially still be used, however they will
now be made up of smaller pieces. This break down gives more opportunities to
design spaces that are appropriate for each individual sites conditions and
needs.

Figure 36:* Sketch exploration for
modular construction of living units.
Source: Author’s Image.
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MODULES

There are 6 primary modules and 3 secondary modules that make up this
building system. Each of these modules have been designed in accordance to the
parameters extrapolated from the DOC “Hut Procurement Manuals”. All
modules have been designed around 1,000mm dimensions to allow for a grid
conﬁguration.
The 6 primary modules are the seating, cooking, sink, bunk, heating and living
modules. These are used to make up the majority of each hut. The 3 secondary
modules are the water tank, toilet and connection modules. These modules are
used less frequently than the primary modules and are designed to support the
primary modules.
The diagrams below show the ﬁnal modules that were designed for this building
system.

S e a ti n g

Cooking

Sink
m

1,0
00
m

Bunk

To i l e t

W a t e r Ta n k
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C o n n e c ti o n s

H e a ti n g

Living
mm
00
2,0

Figure 37: Final modules.
Source: Author’s Image.
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S T R U C T U R A LY
I N S U L AT E D
PA N E L S ( S I P ’ S )

Figure 38: Sunset over New Zealand mountain range.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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SIP CONSTRUCTION

MAGROC SIP SYSTEM

(11): “Structural Insulated Panel System.” MagRoc. Web. 7 Oct 2017.
(12): IBID

With this in mind, New Zealanders should start to change
the way we design by keeping innovation and sustainability
at the forefront of our architecture. SIP’s are one way of
adapting with this change.

Europe and North America on the other hand have begun to
realise the values of more permanent, sustainable and
energy eﬃcient building methods. For the last couple of
generations the building method called 'Structural Insulated
Panel System' or SIPS has been reﬁned to a point now that is
cost eﬃcient, simple and sustainable.” (12).

The reality is that New Zealand has not moved with the
times. We have put up with cold, under insulated, leaky
homes. In an attempt to solve these unhealthy conditions
the New Zealand building regulations have become overly
complicated and costly.

“From early in New Zealand’s European history the
construction and building industry was based on native
timber. More recently native timbers have been replaced by
exotics, along with the poisonous treatments that are
mandatory for their use. Originally insulation was
non-existent. To keep warm it was just a matter of ‘putting
another log on the ﬁre’. Even with current forms of
insulation, a typical stud wall will have approx. 40% air
inﬁltration.

The construction of the huts will be done through a panel
system using Structurally Insulated Panels (SIPs). SIPs are a
sandwich structured composite, consisting of a layer of rigid
insulation as a core sandwiched between two layers of
structural board, in this case Oriented Strand Board (OSB).

Figure 39:* Sketches exploring
SIP’s and foundations.
Source: Author’s Image.

MagRoc is a New Zealand based company that supplies and
manufactures a SIP system. Their aim is to deliver a building
sytem which is “stronger, warmer, safer, quicker to build,
greener, and cost eﬀective, which is ideally suited to New
Zealand conditions.” (11). This system is a great starting point
for this developing building system. Below is a quote from
MagRoc explaining why New Zealanders should shift
towards more sustainable and innovative means for
construction and manufacturing for new architecture.

A well-built structure using SIPs will have a tighter building
envelope and the walls will have higher insulating
properties, which leads to fewer draughts and a warmer
building. Also, due to the standardized and all-in-one nature
of SIPs, construction time will be less than that of a
traditional framed building, as well as requiring fewer
tradespeople which is highly beneﬁcial for backcountry
construction. (8)
An OSB skinned system structurally outperforms
conventional stick framed construction in some cases;
primarily in axial load strength. (9) Since SIPs work as framing,
insulation, and exterior sheathing, and can come precut
from the factory for the speciﬁc job, the exterior building
envelope will be built quite quickly. SIPs also tend to be
lightweight and compact which aids this oﬀ site
construction, making it a perfect material to use in a
prefabricated design such as these huts.

(10).

They also oﬀer a resistance to damp and cold problems like
compression shrinkage and cold bridging that cannot be
matched by timber and more traditional building materials.
SIPs will make up the main construction of the huts (Walls,
Floors and Rooﬁng panels), however the panels will still
need some on site foundation work prior to the
prefabricated panels arriving. The foundation work will allow
for huts to be built on sites that have uneven typography
with the addition of stilts. The ﬂooring panels will be
designed around 2m dimensions, so the foundations will
mirror this.
(8): “Structural Insulated Panels.” Green Modular. Web. 18 Aug 2017.
(9): “Code Reports for SIPs.” Structural Insulated Panel Association. Web. 20 Aug 2017.
(10): Plywood Design Speciﬁcation Supplement 4: Design and Fabrication of
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KEY BENEFITS
The key beneﬁts as outlined by “MagRoc” for their SIP
products are as follows:
“Simplicity – 1 assembly process, replaces 8 separate
processes in one step. Saving you time and stress.
Stronger – Independently tested to withstand severe
earthquakes and cyclonic winds.
Water Resistant – Will absorb very little water, and will
breathe it out without losing any structural integrity
Impact Resistant – You will struggle to put anything through
this panel.. trust us we have tried
Comfort & Eﬃciency – Better quality insulation for both
heat and sound so you can save up to 40% on power and
heating bills.
Fire Rated – Fire resistant with Zero Flame spread, Zero
Smoke spread.
Quicker – Build time is signiﬁcantly quicker, saving you
labour costs.
Greener – Less harmful on the environment to produce.
Mould & Insect Proof, plus its Hypoallergenic – No toxic
materials used; Neutral to allergies; doesn't attract or
harbour mould or bacteria, so insects aren't interested.” (13).

(13): “Structural Insulated Panel System.” MagRoc. Web. 7 Oct 2017.
Figure 40: Exploded perspective
of assembly method for SIP’s.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Box Spline

Figure 41: Panel to panel
assembly method.
Source: Author’s Image.

Panel 1

Crucial that Panel 1 is
square and plumb to all
sides
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Panel 2

PA N E L T O PA N E L C O N N E C T I O N S

Panel 2

Panel 1

Fix bottom ﬁrst @
150mm centres

Panel 2

Check that each panel is
plumb and square with
5mm gap between
panels

Each panel will be manufactured oﬀ site. However some construction will
still need to take place on site to erect the building. The diagrams below
outline the installation proccess for each panel.

Panel 1

Tilt and slide into place

Panel 1

Fix sides @ 150mm
centres

Panel 2

Figure 42: Semi-exploded perspective
of panel to panel assembly method.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 43: Axometric series of
corner junction panel to panel
assembly method.
Source: Author’s Image.

PA N E L T O PA N E L
CORNER JUNCTION

A corner panel is slightly diﬀerent to a normal panel
in that the end ﬁn will need to extend to wrap around
the end of the last panel on the adjacent wall. This is
for weather tightness and for structural integrity. The
following diagrams outline the installation process
for a typical corner junction.
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Figure 44: Exploded perspective
of window and door openings
assembly method.
Source: Author’s Image.

Figure 45: Perspective of completed
window and door openings assembly.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 46: Panel to panel
junction plan detail @ 1:10.
Source: Author’s Image.

Box Spline made up of
two 45mm x varied depth
MSG8 H1.2 timber, between
two 12mm OSB.
Low Expanding PU Foam
Beads
12mm OSB
expanded polystyrene (EPS)
Core. Thickness varies
12mm OSB
HD Galv D-Head
Class 3 Nail 90 x 3.15mm
8G 32mm Hi-Lo Class 3 Galv
Speciﬁed MagRoc Screws @ 150 crs
around entire SIP, spaced 30mm
minimum from the edge of the
board, 50mm from end minimum

@ 1:10

Panel to Panel Junction

5mm Gap between panels and
ﬁlled with approved tanking
membrane or approved tape

1

Metalcraft corrugate
rooﬁng, paint ﬁnish
SG 6 Rooﬁng purlins
@ 600crs.
0.55bmt Coloursteel ﬂashing
45mm x 45mm
MSG8 H1.2 timber
I-Beam set @
1000mm centres
45mm x varied depth
MSG8 H1.2 timber
Expanded polystyrene (EPS)
Core. Thickness varies
12mm OSB
2 x 14G Bulge speciﬁed screws
through I-Beam spline into
top plate @ 1000crs

@ 1:10

Wall to Roof Junction

Expanded polystyrene (EPS)
Core. Thickness varies
12mm OSB
Varied external cladding

2

Figure 47: Wall to roof
junction detail @ 1:10.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 48: Panel to panel
corner junction plan detail
@ 1:10.
Source: Author’s Image.

Varied Cladding
12mm OSB
expanded polystyrene (EPS)
Core. Thickness varies
8G 32mm Hi-Lo Class 3 Galv
Speciﬁed MagRoc Screws @ 150 crs
around entire SIP, spaced 30mm
minimum from the edge of the
board, 50mm from end minimum
A bead of Low expanding PU
Foam on all white dots
H1.2 Timber
studs cut to suit

@ 1:10

Panel to Panel Corner Junction

14G 100mm Bugle speciﬁed screw
for timber to timber junction
ﬁxed @ 600 crs

3

Varied Cladding
8G 32mm Hi-Lo Class 3 Galv
Speciﬁed MagRoc Screws @ 150 crs
around entire SIP, spaced 30mm
minimum from the edge of the
board, 50mm from end minimum
H1.2 Bottom plate
I-Beam set @
1000mm centres
45mm x varied depth
MSG8 H1.2 timber
Expanded polystyrene (EPS)
Core. Thickness varies
12mm OSB
2 x 14G Bulge speciﬁed screws
through I-Beam spline into
top plate @ 1000crs

@ 1:10

Wall to Foundation Junction

Bolts as speciﬁed at 800 crs and
min 200mm from end of panel

4

Figure 49: Wall to foundation
junction detail @ 1:10
Source: Author’s Image.
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THROUGH
C L I M AT E

Figure 50: Junction Top Valley.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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D E S I G N T H R O U G H C L I M AT E

One of the key diﬀerences between the varied structures that this system
will be designed for will be the climate and surrounding context of the sites
each of the structures will be set in. Many aspects of the design will need
to be considered to explore the diﬀerences of each climate zone.
From programmatic layouts, to ﬁnishings and cladding, each climate zone
will have diﬀerent needs and varied primary priorities. The main
architectural elements that will need to be explored are: insulation /
thickness of panels, cladding, openings, roof lines, and when a design
should be broken down into smaller units or kept as a singular structure.

20 BUNK HUT STUDY

As a study for the results of this research, a test was made to create two
huts each of 20 bunks that will help to ﬁnd the diﬀerences between a hut
in an alpine condition and a hut in a lowlands or coastal situation.
Each hut started with the same initial parameters based on the DOC hut
procurement manuals:
Sleeping: 20 bunks @ 750mm x 1900mm / bunk.
Living area: 2m2 / person = 40m2.
Cooking: 0.3m2 / person = 6m of bench space (excluding sinks).
Seating: 0.3-0.5m / person = 6 - 10m of seating.
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20 BUNK ALPINE HUT STUDY
Each hut started with the same initial parameters based on the DOC hut
procurement manuals:
Sleeping: 20 bunks @ 750mm x 1900mm / bunk.
Living area: 2m2 / person = 40m2.
Cooking: 0.3m2 / person = 6m of bench space (excluding sinks).
Seating: 0.3-0.5m / person = 6 - 10m of seating.
The Alpine hut was designed around the ideas of heating and comfort as
well as the exterior having to face potentially high wind and snow loads.
Therefore this design has a singular structure that has less openings and
minimal exterior walls. The hut has been designed around a central heater
for comfort and optimal heating. The toilet units have been attached to the
end of the structure so they are separated from the main structure for
hygiene and can be easily reached through a covered walkway.

Figure 51 (top):* 20 Bunk Alpine Hut Break Down of Modules.
Source: Author’s Image.
Figure 52:* 20 Bunk Alpine Hut Floor Plan Sketch.
Source: Author’s Image.

1

Front

Back

Alpine Unit Elevations
@ 1:100

Right

Left

Figure 53:* 20 Bunk Alpine
Hut Elevations @1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.
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ALPINE HUT REFLECTION

There are a few problem areas that have been discovered
while designing this hut. One issue is the panel system
currently breaks down every 2,000mm. This can cause the
interior walls to connect to the exterior walls at panel to
panel junctions. This can be solved by introducing 4,000mm
wide panels in certain situations to maintain structural
integrity.
The second issue is the lack of shelter when coming in the
front door. The main entrance is very exposed and will need
to have further consideration into accomodating for wind,
rain and snow.
Another issue is that the toilet module has been oriented to
face directly into the sleeping section of the hut. A simple 90
degree rotation of the toilet module would remedy this and
allow for more privacy.

@ 1:50

B

Alpine Unit Floor Plan (Section A-A)

Figure 54:* 20 Bunk Alpine
Hut Floor Plan @1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

2

B
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Figure 55:* 20 Bunk
Alpine Hut Section.
Source: Author’s Image.

3

A

Alpine Unit Section B-B
@ 1:50

A
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Figure 56:* 20 Bunk Alpine Hut
Axometric of Module Conﬁguration.
Source: Author’s Image.

Figure 57:* 20 Bunk Alpine
Hut Axometric of Cladding.
Source: Author’s Image.
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BREAK DOWN OF MODULES
Each hut will be transported to site in varied levels of completed modules.
This system will allow for some of the smaller units or sections of the
structure to be air lifted in fully or partially completed.
The building materials can be air lifted in in varied levels of completion:
- Flat packed as simple panels with no cladding attached
- Semi completed modules with no cladding
- Semi completed modules with cladding
- Fully completed structures (only available for smaller structures)
By doing this it will allow for a more ﬂexible construction method when
working with diﬀucult sites. On the easier to access sites fully completed
structures could be air lifted in. However on the sites where air lifting will
have to be more thought out, and manuverability is an issue, all panels can
be air lifted in ﬂat packed.

Figure 58:* 20 Bunk
Alpine Hut Axometric.
Source: Author’s Image.

4

Alpine Unit Exploded Axo

@ 1:100

Figure 59:* 20 Bunk Alpine
Hut Exploded Axometric.
Source: Author’s Image.
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2 0 B U N K C O A S TA L / L O W L A N D S H U T S T U D Y
The coastal unit started with the same initial parameters based on the DOC hut
procurement manuals:
Sleeping: 20 bunks @ 750mm x 1900mm / bunk.
Living area: 2m2 / person = 40m2.
Cooking: 0.3m2 / person = 6m of bench space (excluding sinks).
Seating: 0.3-0.5m / person = 6 - 10m of seating.

Figure 60 (left):* 20 Bunk Coastal Hut Break Down of Modules.
Source: Author’s Image.
Figure 61:* 20 Bunk Coastal Hut Floor Plan Sketch.
Source: Author’s Image.

The Coastal / Lowlands hut was designed around the ideas of indoor / outdoor living.
Therefore this design has multiple structures that open towards a central decked area.
Larger double doors open onto the decked area from the living / cooking structure as
well to open as much of the wall up as possible. As bunk rooms can often get muggy,
the sleeping structure has been made separate from the living / cooking structure to
allow for more windows for greater control over the ventilation. The toilet units have
been attached to the end of the structure so they are separated from the main
structure for hygiene and can be easily reached through a covered walkway.
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Front

Back

Coastal Unit Elevations
@ 1:100

Right

Left

Figure 62:* 20 Bunk Coastal
Hut Elevations @1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 63:* 20 Bunk Coastal
Hut Floor Plan @1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Coastal Unit Floor Plan (Section C-C)
@ 1:50

D

D
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Figure 64:* 20 Bunk
Coastal Hut Section.
Source: Author’s Image.

8

Coastal Unit Section D-D
@ 1:100

C

Walls: 215mm

Floors: 225mm dep

pth

C
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Figure 65:* 20 Bunk Coastal Hut
Axometric of Module Conﬁguration.
Source: Author’s Image.

Figure 66:* 20 Bunk Coastal
Hut Axometric of Cladding.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 67:* 20 Bunk
Coastal Hut Axometric.
Source: Author’s Image.

9

Coastal Unit Exploded Axo
@ 1:100

Figure 68:* 20 Bunk Coastal
Hut Exploded Axometric.
Source: Author’s Image.
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FINDINGS

Each of the main architectural elements that
have been explored have expressed a strong
linear correlation to the climate zone the
hut is situated in. This has been evaluated
and developed into a series of tables that
express this correlation. The following pages
are the tables that have been created.

Site Climate Zone

Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 400m above
sea level inland)

Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)
100mm

200mm

250mm

300mm

Figure 69: Insulation /
Wall Thickness Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

Insulation/wall thickness

150mm

Wall thickness
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Site Climate Zone

Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 400m above
sea level inland)

Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)
100% Vertical Timber Slat
Figure 70: Wall Cladding Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

60% Corrugated iron
40% Vertical Timber Slat

Wall cladding

60% Vertical Timber Slat
40% Corrugated iron

Cladding

100% Corrugated Iron

Site Climate Zone

Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 400m above
sea level inland)

Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)
60%

50%

30%

Openings

40%

% of wall apertures

20%

Figure 71: Openings Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

10%
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Site Climate Zone

Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 400m above
sea level inland)

Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)

Figure 72: Roof Line Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

Large Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

Roof Line

Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

Roof Line

Small Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

No Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 400m above
sea level inland)

Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)

Figure 73: Single or
Multiple Structures Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

Site Climate Zone

100% separation
(Multiple independant
structures seporated)

33% separation
(Single structure with
possibility for extended
wings and some covered
walkways)

Single or multiple structures

66% separation
(Multiple independant
structures linked through
covered walkways.
Focus on indoor/outdoor
living)

% of Structure Division

0% separation
(Single structure with
focus on centralised
heating)
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Figure 74: Design Selection
Based on Climate Graph.
Source: Author’s Image.

SUMMARY

Each of the main architectural elements that have been explored have expressed a
strong linear correlation to the climate zone the hut is situated in. This shows that
the huts can be designed around a selection table that incrementally increases at a
consistent rate in direct relation to the climate zone.
This design selection table outlines the most appropriate choices for each of the
main architectural elements based on the climate zone of each hut. The table that
has been created has each of the main architectural elements all linked back to one
primary parameter. It is based on the concept of an analog parametric system. This
system allows for a much faster way to access the major design descisions and
supplies the most appropriate solution on a case by case basis.

100% separation
(Multiple independent
structures separated)

Large Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

60%

50%

100% Vertical Timber Slat

100mm

200mm

250mm

60% Corrugated iron
40% Vertical Timber Slat

Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

33% separation
(Single structure with
possibility for extended
wings and some covered
walkways)

Small Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

30%

66% separation
(Multiple independent
structures linked through
covered walkways.
Focus on indoor/outdoor
living)

40%

60% Vertical Timber Slat
40% Corrugated iron

150mm

20%

0% separation
(Single structure with
focus on centralised
heating)
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No Extensions
(Such as eaves
and covered
walkways)

10%

100% Corrugated Iron

300mm

= optimal choice for hut

D e s i g n S e l e c ti o n B a s e d o n C l i m a t e Z o n e
Alpine
(> 1500m
above sea level)

Treeline / Tussock
(< 1500m
above sea level)

Dense Forest
(< 1000m
above sea level)

Lowland
(< 500m above
sea level inland)
Coastal
(< 200m
above sea level)

% of Structure Division

Roof Line

% of wall apertures

Cladding

Wall thickness

Site Climate Zone
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DESIGN
CASE STUDY

Figure 75: Mt. Taranaki National Park.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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Walk “X”

As this system has been designed to be appropriate for many diﬀerent sites
with many diﬀerent terrains and climate zones, a ﬁctional walk has been
created to represent three varied sites. This is the best way to show how the
building system can be applicable for all contexts in New Zealand’s back
country. “Walk X” will be 2-3 nights with 3 huts being designed each
representing a diﬀerent climate zone, terrain and sleeping capacity.

The ﬁrst site has been designed around a beginner level walk through
lowlands and dense forests following rivers and streams. The hut will sleep 40
people to represent a larger hut.

The second hut has been designed around an intermediate level walk along
the treeline following ridges. The hut will sleep 20 people to represent a
medium hut.

The third hut has been designed around an advanced climb in an alpine
setting with a steep, sloped, rocky and snowy site. The hut will sleep 10
people to represent a small hut.

Figure 76: Lowlands Beech Forest Environment Image.
Source: “Beech Forest.” Pictures and Wallpapers. Web. 20 Feb 2018.
Figure 77: Treeline Tussock Field Environment Image.
Source: Heremaia, James. “New Zealand's Greatest Day Hike: The Tongariro Alpine Crossing.” Destinations Magazine. Web. 20 Feb 2018.
Figure 78: Alpine Environment Image.
Source: “Aoraki Mt. Cook National Park.” NZ Alpine Club. Web. 20 Feb 2018.
Figure 79: Walk “X” Gradient Diagram.
Source: Author’s Image.

S TA R T

LOWLANDS

HUT 1

TREELINE

HUT 2

HUT 3

ALPINE

FINISH
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Figure 80: Panel Selection Axometric Series.
Source: Author’s Image.

P a n e l S e l e c ti o n

The panels for each of the three huts have been designed
based on the panel selection table. Each of the three panels
use the optimum insulation thickness, the cladding, and the
percentage of wall openings. The buildings that the panels will
be used to build will also follow the guidlines of architectural
extensions and separation of structures set out in the panel
selection table. The following outlines each of the panels and
the optimum selection for each of these parameters within
each panel.

Site 1: Lowlands, 650m above sea level:

200mm wall thickness

Site 2: Tree line / Tussock, 1,300m above sea level:

30% Timber slats, 70% corrugated iron

250mm wall thickness

Site 3: Alpine, 1900m above sea level:

ALPINE

150mm wall thickness

50% Timber slats, 50% corrugated iron

25% wall apertures

TREELINE

70% Timber slats, 30% corrugated iron

35% wall apertures

No extensions such as eaves and covered walkways

LOWLANDS

45% wall apertures

Some extensions such as eaves and covered walkways

FINISH

Extensions such as eaves and covered walkways

HUT 3

Single structure with focus on centralised heating

HUT 2

Single structure with possibility for extended wings
and some covered walkways

HUT 1

Multiple independent structures linked through
covered walkways. Focus on indoor/outdoor living

S TA R T
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1

Figure 81:* Hut 1 Over View Render.
Source: Author’s Image.

H U T

SITE 1: LOWLANDS,
650M ABOVE SEA
LEVEL:
150mm wall thickness
70% Timber slats, 30% corrugated iron
45% wall apertures
Extensions such as eaves and covered
walkways
Multiple independent structures linked
through covered walkways. Focus on
indoor/outdoor living
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Figure 82:* Hut 1 Floor Plan @ 1:200.
Source: Author’s Image.

1A

Low Lands Unit Floor Plan
@ 1:200

N

A

B

B

A
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Figure 83:* Hut 1 Elevations @ 1:200.
Source: Author’s Image.

1B

Low Lands Unit Elevations
@ 1:200
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Figure 84:* Hut 1 Section A-A @ 1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.

1C

Lowlands Unit Section A-A
@ 1:100
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Figure 85:* Hut 1 Section B-B @ 1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

1D

Lowlands Unit Section B-B
@ 1:50
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Figure 86:* Hut 1 Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.

1E

Low Lands Unit Axo
@ N/A

1F

Low Lands Unit Exploded Axo
@ N/A

Figure 87:* Hut 1 Exploded Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.
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2

Figure 88:* Hut 2 Over View Render.
Source: Author’s Image.

H U T

SITE 2: TREE LINE /
TUSSOCK, 1,300M
ABOVE SEA LEVEL:
200mm wall thickness
50% Timber slats, 50% corrugated iron
35% wall apertures
Some extensions such as eaves and
covered walkways
Single structure with possibility for
extended wings and some covered
walkways

Tree Line Unit Floor Plan
@ 1:50

Figure 89:* Hut 1 Floor Plan @ 1:200.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 90:* Hut 2 Elevations @ 1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.

2B

Tree Line Unit Elevations
@ 1:100
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Figure 91:* Hut 2 Section C-C @ 1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

2C

Tree Line Unit Section C-C
@ 1:50
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Figure 92:* Hut 2 Section D-D @ 1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

2D

Tree Line Unit Section D-D
@ 1:50
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Figure 93:* Hut 2 Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.

2E

Tree Line Unit Axo
@ N/A

2F

Tree Line Unit Exploded Axo
@ N/A

Figure 94:* Hut 2 Exploded Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 95:* Hut 3 Over View Render.
Source: Author’s Image.

H U T

SITE 3: ALPINE, 1900M
ABOVE SEA LEVEL:
250mm wall thickness
30% Timber slats, 70% corrugated iron
25% wall apertures

focus

on

No extensions such as eaves and
covered walkways
Single structure with
centralised heating
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Figure 96:* Hut 3 Floor Plan @ 1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Alpine Unit Floor Plan
@ 1:100
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Figure 97:* Hut 3 Elevations @ 1:100.
Source: Author’s Image.

3B

Alpine Unit Elevations
@ 1:100
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Figure 98:* Hut 3 Section E-E @ 1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

3C

Alpine Unit Section E-E
@ 1:50
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Figure 99:* Hut 3 Section F-F @ 1:50.
Source: Author’s Image.

3D

Alpine Unit Section F-F
@ 1:50
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Figure 100:* Hut 3 Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.

3E

Alpine Unit Axo
@ N/A

3F

Alpine Unit Exploded Axo
@ N/A

Figure 101:* Hut 3 Exploded Axo.
Source: Author’s Image.
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Figure 102: Ruahine Mountain Range.
Source: Laurenson, Peter. “Mountain Images, Articles,
Experiences.” Occasional Climber. Web. 18 Dec 2017.
www.occasionalclimber.co.nz.
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This building system has been designed to be adaptable based on location,
context and programmatic need for use on an individual hut by hut basis. By
doing this the ﬁnal solution allows for huts on all sites, in all terrains, in all
conditions and climates to be designed for each speciﬁc case.

Once the materials have been transported to site, the onsite construction of
back-country huts has always been very labour intensive. This mixed with
isolated sites and often unpredictable weather patterns means that the current
method of construction used by DOC is far from the most appropriate for
back-country huts. The designed building system outlined in this research uses a
much more eﬃcient and quick to construct method that provides a hut that is
less labour intensive and less time consuming on site.

The consideration of transportation limitations set the maximum dimensions
available. This helped by providing a clear parameter to work to and allowed the
building system an initial space to work within. This was a very pragmatic
parameter. However researching the transportation methods of materials also
gave an insight into why the classic hut charm has such a minimal and functional
aesthetic. By researching the transportation methods and limitations I realised
why back-country huts are designed to use only what is truly necessary and
essential based on the site conditions and surrounding context.

The main constraints and limitations of this research was the need to
accommodate for the transportation of the materials to limited access sites, the
method of construction in isolated and sometimes diﬃcult terrain and making
sure the ﬁnal building system was ﬁt for purpose in varied environments.

CONCLUSION

The main intentions for this research was to create a building system for
back-country tramping shelters that was eﬃcient, quick to construct and
adaptable based on location, context and programmatic need for use in New
Zealand’s National Parks. With the increase in tourists discovering the New
Zealand natural landscape, resulting in new trails being developed or existing
trails being upgraded to “Great Walks”, an inﬂux in facilities are required to
accommodate the overnight visitor numbers on those trails. The Department of
Conservation currently uses a method of design and construction that is more
than two decades old. This system is outdated and needed to be modernised.
The architectural solution outlined in this research responds to this situation by
creating a building system that is eﬃcient, quick to construct and adaptable
based on location, context and programmatic need for use in New Zealand’s
National Parks. The classic charm of back-country huts in New Zealand was
considered throughout the entire process and the aesthetic of the ﬁnal solution
is based on the history of back-country huts and the conditions in which the huts
are built. The traditional back-country hut is not simply a chosen aesthetic but
rather a functional one based on the materials and means available. This thesis
recognizes this but adds an architectural and spatial aesthetic that is possible
due to modern building technologies.
The DOC Hut Procurement Manuals are derived for minimum functionality for
back-country huts. This designed building system responds to the extrapolated
parameters and the initial research undertaken by oﬀering an alternative that
not only meets the minimum developed parameters but adds comfort, design,
and a much more eﬃcient means of transport and construction.

From hunting and farming shacks, to scientiﬁc research outposts, to tourist
destinations, back-country huts have been integral with the history and
exploration of the New Zealand landscape. With the large increase in tourist
numbers throughout New Zealand and the growing desire to experience our
natural back-country, the DOC need to recognise that their current system is out
dated. This research has developed an alternative modular building system that
is more eﬃcient, quicker to construct on site, and adaptable based on the
context of each site on a hut by hut basis that could help to not only keep up with
current and future demands for additional huts but enhance the architectural
aesthetic that is possible due to modern building technologies.

The integration of solar panels for power and lighting has been considered by
allowing large open spaces on the roofs where solar panels could be mounted.

Integration of water collection systems has been considered throughout the
entire research process. By designing the roofs to slope towards the water
storage tanks, the water collection system could be integrated to ﬁlter the water
running through gutters for running water, ﬂushable toilets and drinking water.

Toilet systems have been considered in the design of this building system,
however further research into compostable or removeable toilet systems would
allow for a more comprehensive ﬁnal solution.

The plumbing for internal sinks has been considered when choosing SIPs as the
material for this building system as they can be ﬁtted with internal cavities for
plumbing and wiring. However further research could be done to develop
integrated plumbing systems within the parametric system.

The weight of the panels will add a variable to some of the more diﬃcult access
sites. The loads that helicopters can manage will vary dependant on winds,
terrain and travel distance. This would need to be further investigated to
understand what is or is not possible for each site.

REFLECTION

For the purpose of this thesis, the research scope has focused on designing the
modules and the building system only. The architectural solution of using
prefabricated construction techniques designed around the transportation
limitations in New Zealand provides an updated alternative for future
back-country shelters that is eﬃcient, quick to construct and adaptable based on
location, context and programmatic need for use in New Zealand’s National
Parks.
The main issue that arose throughout the process of this research was the link
between an analogue and a digital parametric system. This research has
developed an analogue parametric system based on the initial parameters set
out by analysing the DOC Hut Procurement Manuals. However, to further this
research I would like to transfer the designed modules into a digital program,
such as grasshopper, to start to develop a digital parametric system. All of the
base parameters have been created to now design a digital parametric system
with the modules. By digitising the parameters, a model could be further
developed to produce huts at an even quicker and more eﬃcient rate.
By making a digital parametric system, not only could the huts be designed at an
even more eﬃcient rate, but a system could be put in place to output the
documentation or even manufacturing instructions for computer-controlled
machines, for each hut instantaneously as the hut is designed. This would
further cut down the production time of each hut and make the process more
streamlined.
This thesis has developed a modular building system focusing on the design and
development of the modules and the connections of the modules as well as a
design guideline for adapting the built huts on an individual site by site basis. The
design guideline oﬀers another level of information not provided in the DOC
procurement manual and provides instructions for creating bespoke huts using
the tools of mass customisation. This thesis is the foundation of a building and
design system that can be further explored through contemporary digital tools.
To further this building system, research in certain areas would still need to be
undertaken. Most issues have been thought of and considered when designing
the modules but have not been fully explored and tested.
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